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Outline
• Advanced diagnostics
• Movies
• Waterfall plots
• Hands on examples
• Propagation of e.m waves in a grid
– Do e.m. waves propagate as in vacuum?
• Beat wave accelerator
– Excite large amplitude plasma waves with low intensity
lasers
– Precursor of laser wakefield accelerator
• Self-modulated wakefield accelerator
– Create a beat-wave without an initial beat
– Basis of AWAKE CERN experiment
• Controlled e- acceleration
– Plasma down ramp to induce electron trapping
• Avoiding laser diffraction
– Parabolic plasma channel
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Advanced diagnostics

CERN Large Hadron Collider
Accelerator Tunnel

Waterfall plots
Two-stream instability example

– Create 2D array to store simulation data (e.g. Ex)
• Useful to (e.g.):
– Spatiotemporal evolution of instabilities

Waterfall plot

– Determine temporal/spatial growth rates

Setup 2D array

• Before running simulation
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Movies
Animation.ipynb
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Hands-on examples

CERN Large Hadron Collider
Accelerator Tunnel

*URLs

Short description

Hands-on example templates
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- LWFA 1D - Numerical simulations of a laser wakefield accelerator in 1D
- LWFA 2D - Numerical simulations of a laser wakefield accelerator in 2D
- PWFA 1D - Numerical simulations of a plasma wakefield accelerator in 1D
- PBWA 1D - Numerical simulations of a plasma beat wave accelerator in 1D
- LWFA_1D-DownRamp – Numerical simulations of down-ramp injection in a laser wakefield accelerator*
- LWFA_1D-Self-Modulation – Numerical simulations of the self-modulated laser wakefield accelerator*
- Matching_parabolic – Numerical simulations of laser propagation in a parabolic plasma channel*

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ricardo-fonseca/zpic/master/doc/laserlab/LWFA_1D-DownRamp.ipynb
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ricardo-fonseca/zpic/master/doc/laserlab/LWFA_1D-Self-Modulation.ipynb
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/ricardo-fonseca/zpic/master/doc/laserlab/Matching_parabolic.ipynb

Access hands-on example templates

1. Without Docker
Copy templates to computer and use
2. Docker with shared folder, i.e. launch Docker with:
> docker run -p 8888:8888 -t -v $PWD:/home/jovyan/work zamb/zpic
Copy templates to shared folder and use.
3. Docker without shared folder, i.e. launch Docker with:
> docker run -p 8888:8888 -t zamb/zpic
Use “File -> Open from URL"
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Propagation of e.m. waves in a grid

CERN Large Hadron Collider
Accelerator Tunnel

Modeling numerical dispersion relation
• Inicialize warm plasma
– 1D simulation
– Initial temperature is a seed for all possible modes in k space
– Electrostatic waves appear in E1
– Electromagnetic waves appear in E2 and E3

• Modelling with ZPIC
– Run simulation over several plasma periods

– Produce a dispersion relation ( ω vs. k ) plot
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Notebook: classroom/Field Solver Dispersion

Suggestions

• Change resolution, time step, temperature.
• Compare dispersion relation in E2 and E3.
• Plot dispersion relation for electrostatic
modes instead.
• Include external magnetic field and interpret
results.

Notebook: classroom/R-L Waves

Laser wakefield accelerator

CERN Large Hadron Collider
Accelerator Tunnel

Laser Wakefield Accelerator
Simulate a laser wakefield accelerator:
• Add an ultra-intense laser beam as a driver (a0~2)
• Choose laser length smaller than λp

Questions:
1.can you observe particle injection and trapping?
2.is the energy gain consistent with the longitudinal electric field values?
3.describe and justify the shape for the plasma electric field in the region
where particles accelerate
4.could you accelerate positrons in this plasma wave? where would you
place them and with what initial velocity/energy? try to simulate!
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Beat wave accelerator

CERN Large Hadron Collider
Accelerator Tunnel

Plasma beat wave accelerator

Simulate a plasma beat-wave accelerator:
• Super-impose three laser modes with frequencies differing by ωp
(e.g. ω0 = 10, 11 ωp)
• Choose Laser length ≫λp
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Suggestions

Questions:
1. why does the plasma wave amplitude increase along the pulse?
2. what happens when the beat frequency is not ωp? Why?
3. Try trapping electrons in the beatwave with a low intensity laser.
4. Decrease amplitude of laser frequency side bands. What happens
to the laser?
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Self-modulated laser-plasma accelerator

CERN Large Hadron Collider
Accelerator Tunnel

Self-modulated wakefield accelerator
Simulate a plasma self modulated wakefield accelerator:
• Choose Laser length ≫λp
• Super-impose three laser modes with frequencies differing by ωp
(e.g. ω0 = 10, 11, 12 ωp) with a small amplitude (seed)
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Self-modulated wakefield accelerator

Questions:
1.why does the plasma wave amplitude increase with propagation
distance?
2.what happens if the the initial seed frequencies of the lasers are
not separated by the plasma frequency? Why?
3.find growth rate of self-modulation instability.
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Controlled injection with plasma ramps

CERN Large Hadron Collider
Accelerator Tunnel

Down-ramp injection

Simulate down-ramp injection:
• Create a down-ramp
• e.g. super-impose three species (two slabs + ramp)
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Down-ramp injection

Questions:
1.Compare the trapping thresholds with/without plasma ramp
2.What happens to the injected beams with multiple ramps?
3.What is the best ramp length for trapping?
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Laser propagation in plasma channels

CERN Large Hadron Collider
Accelerator Tunnel

Propagation in parabolic plasma channel

Avoid diffraction with a parabolic plasma channel
2

• plasma optical fiber n(r) = n0(1 + Δn/n0r )
4
Δn/n
=
4/w
Matched
propagation
condition
(normalised)
•
0
0
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Propagation in parabolic plasma channel

Questions:
1. compare propagation with/without channel
2.Vary laser focal plane. what happens? why?
3. Vary channel depth Δn/n0
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Plasma wakefield accelerator

CERN Large Hadron Collider
Accelerator Tunnel

Plasma wakefield accelerator
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Acceleration of Electrons by the Interaction of a Bunched Electron Beam with a Plasma
Pisin Chen~'~
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University,

Simulate a plasma wakefield accelerator:
• Use an ultra-relativistic particle beam as a driver
• e.g. ufl = 100, length ~ 10 c/ωp, density ~ 0.3
• Choose plasma length ≫λp
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A new scheme for accelerating electrons, employing a bunched relativistic electron beam in a
cold plasma, is analyzed. We show that energy gradients can exceed 1 GeV/m and that the driven
electrons can be accelerated from yomc to 3yomc before the driving beam slows down enough to
degrade the plasma wave. If the driving electrons are removed before they cause the collapse of the
plasma wave, energies up to 4yomc are possible. A noncollinear injection scheme is suggested in
order that the driving electrons can be removed.
PACS numbers:

n
52.75.Di, 29. 15.—

In the past several years, the laser-plasma interaction as a mechanism for charged-particle acceleration
has attracted interest' because of the large electric field
which a plasma can support (
100 GeV/m). Howevrely heavily on
er, these "beat-wave" accelerators
the state of the art of laser technologies. For example,
the scheme requires a fine tuning between the plasma
frequency co~ and the beat-wave frequency of the laser
in order that the wake plasma wave excited by the laser
beat wave grows linearly. This in turn either puts a
severe constraint on the uniformity of the plasma density, or relies on very high-power lasers to shorten the
time of growth. In addition, it may be necessary to
deliver the laser energy in a pulse shorter than 10 ps in
order to avoid competing instabilities. 5
This Letter presents another scheme for a plasma
accelerator. Lasers are not required and large energy
gradients are attained. The idea is to inject a sequence
of bunched high-energy electrons into a cold plasma.
As in the two-stream instability, the streaming electrons lose energy to the background plasma by exciting
a wake plasma wave. If a late-coming electron bunch
rides on the wave at a proper phase, it will be boosted
to a higher energy as a result of the longitudinal electric field in the wave.
Consider a system in which a chain of relativistic

—
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is n~ =n~p+n~t

(n~p && n&~).

For N driving-electron

bunches, the charge and current densities are

p, (x) = —en~, (x) —g

+(x — ),
x,

J, (x ) = —en~ pvv (x ) —g vb X5 (x —x, ),
respectively, where x = pc~ + z c3 in cylindrical
~

coordinates, x s are the instantaneous positions of the N
bunches, x; = [ubt + (N —i )d ]e3, and the summations are overi =1, . . . , N.
The longitudinal electric field in the wake of these N
bunches is Et = —(I/c)B, A~ —V'$&. For an ultrarelativistic electron beam, where pp= 1, ub is approximately constant over several plasma wavelengths,
even though substantial energy is transferred to the
plasma wave. It is thus convenient to work with the
0 which measures the distance
variable (=z —ubt
behind the last bunch, and we may put 8, = —ub t)& and
8, =8&. In the Coulomb gauge, the equation for the
scalar potential is '7 @~ = —47rp&, and that for the vector potential is '7~A~ = —(4m. /c) J& —ppV'Btp, , where
V2~ is the transverse Laplacian and (1 —
pp) is neglected.
To solve for P, , we take the g derivative twice and
combine the result with the equations of motion and
continuity, and Eq. (1) to obtain

~

Plasma wakefield accelerator

Questions:
1.Why does the head of the driver loose energy?
2.What happens to the energy of the driver if it has a
length comparable to λp?
3.What is the phase velocity of the plasma wave?
4.Can you observe plasma electron trapping and
acceleration?
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